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How to draw fortnite stuff easy

Fortnite is a game that has taken the world by storm! Its popularity only seems to grow as millions of players join the battle every day. This has led to a lot of fandoms centered around Fortnite, which in turn has resulted in people wanting to learn how to draw a Fortnite character. Once you finish this guide, you will not only be able to draw a Fortnite
character, but you will be able to take what you learn and use it to design and customize your own characters! We hope you enjoy this step-by-step guide on how to draw a Fortnite character in just 11 steps! How to Draw a Fortnite character – Let’s get Started! Step 1 To get this guide on how to draw a Fortnite character started, we shall begin with
the head of this character. First, draw the face outline as it’s shown in the reference image. Once you have the head outline done, you can then use some curved lines to create his pointy mohawk hairstyle. Step 2 – Draw the mask for this character This Fortnite character drawing features a cool-looking character wearing a mask, so we shall draw that
element now. The mask will loop around his ear, and then you can use a curved line from under the strap by the ear over where his nose would be. It will also cover the entirety of the bottom of his face. Step 3 – Next, draw some facial details and the neck In this third step of our guide on how to draw a Fortnite character, you can draw some eyes and
eyebrows for his face. These elements are quite small and intricate, so you’ll want to use a thin-tipped pen or pencil and carefully follow the reference image. Once you have these facial details drawn, you can then add the thick collar for his outfit that goes up until his face. Step 4 – Now draw some mask details and his chest You can keep extending
some lines down from the collar as we start to add the chest of this Fortnite character drawing. His chest will be quite angular as it extends down from the chest. You can then use some rounded lines for the opening on his shirt that his shoulder will come out of. Step 5 – Add an arm and waist to your Fortnite character drawing The next few steps of
this guide on how to draw a Fortnite character can be a bit tricky, so be sure to take it slow and carefully refer to the reference image. You can draw an angular, muscular arm coming down from the shoulder in this step. At the bottom of his arm, he is wearing a rather detailed glove that has a few sections and elements to it. Once the arm is drawn,
you can then extend his waist down from his chest and add some detailing to his shirt. Step 6 – Next, draw the other arm and his hips Now that you’ve drawn one arm for your Fortnite character drawing, you can draw his other forearm coming out from the side of his waist, as seen in the reference image. Then, use some straight lines coming down
from his waist for his hips. Step 7 – Now draw some legs for your Fortnite character drawing This step of our guide on how to draw a Fortnite character will be another one you may want to take slowly! Carefully extend his legs down from his waist, and try your best to replicate the lines in the reference picture to get the angle looking right. Finally,
draw his fancy-looking sneakers to finish off this step. You could always use a pencil first if you’re having a hard time with this step, and then go over it with a pen when you’re ready. Step 8 – Add some details to the shoes Your Fortnite character drawing is looking amazing so far! In the next few steps we shall be adding some final details to his outfit.
For this step, you can add some small straps to his shoes and his glove for some extra detailing. Step 9 – Draw some detailing for his collar and hair We shall continue adding some details in this step of our guide on how to draw a Fortnite character! For this step, simply add lots of thin lines close to one another into his collar to finish it off. Then, you
can add more lines to his hair to bring it to life! Step 10 – Now draw some final details Before you finish off your Fortnite character drawing with color, you can add some final details! You can draw some lines on his pants as they appear in the reference picture. These will not only finish off some details, but you can also add some pouches that he may
keep supplies in. Before you move on, be sure to add any extra details or background elements of your own that you would like! Step 11 – Now finish off your Fortnite character drawing with some color This was quite a tricky drawing, so now you can relax with some fun coloring! Our reference image shows you one way to color this Fortnite
character drawing, but you should get creative with the colors you use! This is all about creating your own design, so you should use all of your favorite colors. How will you bring this character to life with color? Your Fortnite character Drawing is Complete! This was quite a detailed and complicated drawing to do, so you should be extra proud of
reaching the end of this guide on how to draw a Fortnite character! Even though it was very detailed, when you have steps to follow it can make even the most complicated of drawings much easier. Now that you can draw this character, you can use it as a template for designing your own Fortnite characters and skins by changing some elements! Be
sure to get creative and have lots of fun with it! Be sure to visit our website, as we have many more awesome drawing guides for you. We upload new ones all the time too, so be sure to check in often! Once you have finished your Fortnite character drawing, we hope you will share it on our Facebook and Pinterest pages for us to admire! Try to make
everything better please!!I have a recommendation for you; try not to make your pictures too blurry so I can't even see what you are doing and make the instructions a little more clear. If you’ve never sketched before but have been interested in it, it can seem somewhat intimidating to jump right in. The good news is sketching is a skill that can be
learned. Check out the low for tips and how to become a successful beginner’s sketcher.Pick the Right Pencils for the JobDifferent sketching pencils have different weights. If you look on the side of a pencil and you see the letter “B,” you’ll have a softer pencil. Pencils with the letter “H” on the side have a heavier, harder weight. Pencils with “HB” on
the side have medium weight. The different pencil weights create the depth that you see in sketches. You may also want to consider using mechanical pencils because those are great for detailed, complex sketching. Traditional pencils are best for laying down large swaths of texture.Learn How to Hold Your PencilHow you hold your pencil will
determine what your sketch looks like. Holding your hand closer to the end of the pencil allows you to have more control of what you’re drawing, allowing you to make intricate, precise details easier. You’ll also wind up with heavier strokes, resulting in darker markings. If you hold the pencil up your hand further, you’ll have less control of the pencil,
but you’ll be able to create lighter marks.Learn How to Control Your EdgesHow you create an edge for an object will determine how realistic it looks. There are different types of edges, including thin, lost, hard and undefined versions. For instance, when you’re working with thin edges, you’re giving an object a solid, firm border. When you’re
creating a lost edge, you’re trying to create a scene where the main object you’re drawing, and the background starts to blend into each other a little. In this case, you’re implying an edge versus drawing a hard version of one.Use a Blending Stick if You’re Trying to Create Smooth ShadingSometimes, you may be trying to create a smooth, subtle area
in your sketch like the look of a soft sky. Take a spare piece of paper and make a big marking of color using a charcoal pencil or a soft graphite pencil. Afterward, take a large blending stick and pick up the soft dust from the mark you just created. You can then apply that dust to your image, creating the hazy softness you were seeking.Create the
Appropriate Amount of ContrastContrast, where the difference in value between light and dark is important in sketching because it allows the viewer to see depth, pulling out the lines of the image that you’re creating. Even though contrast is ideal for drawing of yours I to certain areas of your image, you don’t want to use it everywhere. Lower value
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